Dr. Monica F. Cox
OSU EED
Professor and EED Chair
January 12
Translation of Real-World Experiences to EED

Dr. Patrick Herak
OSU EED
Senior Lecturer
January 19
Finding Life Balance in Teaching

Dr. Jeffrey Froyd
OSU EED
Professor
January 26
Sustained Adoptions of Educational Innovations

Dr. Eduardo Mendieta
Penn State University
Professor of Philosophy
February 2
Decolonizing Ethics, Demasculinizing Morality

Dr. Kurtulus Izzetoglu
Drexel University
Associate Research Professor
February 9
Optical Brain Imaging in Education

Dr. Karen Beard
OSU EHE
Assistant Professor
February 23
Positive Psychology Flow Theory

Jennifer DeBoer
Purdue University
Assistant Professor
March 23
Early CAREER Research

Dr. Ruth Streveler
Purdue University
Associate Professor
March 30
Neuroscientific Findings that Disrupt EER
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